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A tribute to CV Raman
(7 NOV 1888 – 21 NOV 1970)

చం��ఖ� �ంకట�మ�
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త�ల :
 �రవ్  అ�మ 

తం�: 
 చం��ఖ�  యయ� 

Raman was Born (7 NOV 1888) here: 
House in Thiruvanaikkaval, Tamilnadu
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Raman’s Father moved to Visakhapatnam when Raman was at 4 Years.
He worked as Physics Lecturer in AVN college, Vizag

ST.ALOYSIUS ANGLO INDIAN SCHOOL 
ENTRANCE in BEACH ROAD, 

Visakhapatnam

�మ� �థ�క ��య్యయం 
��ఖపటనం  �  �ంం 
ఆ �య� ఆం�ల  ంంయ� 
�ఠ�ల  జ��ం�
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Raman passed his matriculation examination at the age of  11.
He passed his F.A. examination (equivalent to Intermediate)       
and got Gold medal at the age of  13.
In 1902, Raman joined Presidency College in Madras(Instead of  going 

to London) where his father was a lecturer in mathematics and physics.

�ననపపప్ం� �మ� � � �� స  � ఎ 
మ� ఎ  ం��.  ం�ల తం�  �� � 
�యత్� చచఎటం, ���� �యటం 
 త��  షట్ న ్లల��. 1902   
మ�� ����� కక�ల  �� 1904      
B.Sc., 1907  M.Sc., ��త�� మ�� 
��ఎ��్  ప� � ����. 

Presidency College, Madras 
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When Raman was 18 (M.Sc-2nd Year), his forworded philosophical 
magzine and the paper got accepted and published. After his second 
paper got published, he received a letter from Lord Rayleigh, a 
prominent British physicist.

�మ� M.Sc., 2ఎ యంఎత�రం  
ఉనన్� (1906), తన 18ఎ యం. , 
లండ� ్ంం ���తమ�య ��ఖ 
�్� అయయ్�(philosophical 
magzine)   �మ� పం�న �చప 
ప��ధ� ప�ం ���త్ం�. 
 ఆ ప��ధ�ప�ం చ��, 1904  
��� బ�మ్(� ��  ) �ం�న 
��డ ��� , �మ� � ఒక �ట� 
���. ��  ఆయన �మ� ్ 
��య�  ్�� , ‘��య� �మ�’ 
 � యం��ం��. Title of 1st paper: ”Unsymmetrical diffraction-

bands due to a rectangular aperture.”
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In 1907 Raman married Loksundari who used to play 
Veena like his mother

1907 యం.   M.Sc., ��త ��క, �మ� 
� � ��   ప��ధనస ఆయ�త  �న, ��ంబ 
య�యల  �కస ICS (�ప IAS ��) ప�క 
��, కలక�త  '���� ం��టటంం'   
ఆ�య� � ���. � �� స ఉనన ్మ�  క ం 
Indian Association for the Cultivation of 
Science (IACS)   య�య�� ��, �� 
�యం�ం, ఉచయం యమ� ల 'ప��ధన’ స 
యంటల యమయంయం���.  ్� BHU, 
కలక�త ��ఎ��్ల  � పం� �క��� 
 ����.
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A Full-time Government Administrator & Part-time Scientist:

He used to go to laboratory at 5 am and return at 10am and again at 5pm and 
stayed there till latenights.He used spend Sundays in the lab only.

1876   మ�ం��� య� � 
�వ� ���ంచబంన IACS   ధవ�, 
్ం్స �మ� ప��ధన  
��త�న�. 

IACS , KALAKATTA

Dr. Mahendralal Sarkar Raman’s Lecture at IACS

Indian Association for the Cultivation of  
Science
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బ��ఖ ��ఞ��, ��య్తత, కలక�త ��ఎ��్ ��య�, 
�� ��� ల�   �న  అ�� �ఖ��  (CSI, FRSE, FRAS, FPSL,MRIA)

IACS   అయ్�    �క���  ����. ఆయన �మ� �్భ్ యమ�ం�, 
కలక�త ��ఎ��్   � �� � �� �్��ప్� రమ�� ఆమవ�ం��. 
1917   ��తవ య�వ�్ ఎ��్� (�తం �� త� �నపపప్) (28 యం.ల 
ఎయ�� ) ‘Palit Chair of Physics’ � ��� �మ�.

 అ�� �ఖ�� 

Asutosh
Mukharjee was 
instrumental in 
discovering the 
talents of
C. V. Raman , 
Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan
and  
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1921   లండ�ల� ఆ�� ్�డ 
��ఎ��్   జ��న 
‘��ఎ��్ ��� ్ం��’ � 
మజ� ్�� ��ణం  
య��ం �� రం�  
 ండ �� ్రణం ��య� 
��� ��పన�టట ' ఆ్శ� �� 
రం� ప�ఎరతనం'  �� �జం 
్��  � ఆ �ం��.

Teaching & Research In Calcutta University 
In 1921 C.V. Raman was awarded with doctorate degree.

https://www.famousscientists.org/c-v-raman/
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Continued research in IACS
In 1923 Arthur Compton , USA published exciting new work showing 
that X-rays can lose energy when they interact with electrons.

్ంపట�  ���ంతం    X-Ray ల 
ఎ�, visible light �� inelastic 
scattering జ��  � ఎ 
తరంయ�రఘ్ం (wave length) యల 
��రణం ��ఎం ్ం్ రం� 
అర���  ఎ్శం ఉంచ� 
ఆ �ం��.

Raman with Compton (middle) -1927
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Raman  & His students  
Continued research in IACS

Raman & his students continued 
researching light scattering in gases, liquids 
and solids…though no sophisticated 
equipment is available.
�మ� తన �ట�ంం� � క��  IACS 
  ్ం్ ��రణ �ఎరతనం (Diffraction) 
స ప��ధన �న��ం��.
�.య�. �షణ� � క�� - �రయ ్ం్� 
�లట� ��- �లల�- ఏకఎరణ ్ం్�  �క 
�ఎ ప���లస �య�ంప��... �ఎరతనం 
�ం� ్ం్ రం� అరడం యమ�ం��... 
 �  �రంతరం ప��ధన ��..�ఎర� 
1927 ఏ��   '�లయ�� ' స ���ం�న 
్ం్ �ఎరతనం �ం�.. ' ఆ� పచ��, ్ం్ 
��ఎడటం �మ� యమ�ం��. 
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Raman effect – a color change accompanied by polarization –
had never been seen before. The inelastic scattering at its heart 
was a further, very strong confirmation, of quantum theory.

 ్ం్ �ర�� ఒక (�ఎ) ప�ర�ంస పంన్� ఆ 
్ం్ ప�లపం �ం �ం�.  ం� ్ం్ 
�ర� ల�   � క�� �ఎ ప���ల    లస 
పం ప�లపం(scatter) �ం ��. ���న 
  � ల   � ఎ ్యం �ప �రవ� 
తర�చ��న (frequency) �   ప ; ��న 
అ�ం �ంత త� ఎ  నన�నయం� ప�లపం 
�ం ��.  ం� పంన ్ం్  �ంత ్యం 
అ�ం ్�  నన�నయం యంత�ం��ం�ం�.
...  � �మ�  ��ట. 

A great Discovery – Raman Effect
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Light has a certain probability of being 
scattered by a material. When photons 
are scattered, most of them are 
elastically scattered (Rayleigh scattering), 
such that the scattered photons have the 
same energy (and color) as the incident 
photons but different direction. A very 
smaller fraction of the scattered photons 
(approximately 1 in 10 million) can be 
scattered inelastically, with the scattered 
photons having an energy different 
(usually lower) from those of the 
incident photons
. . . this is Raman Effect

A great Discovery – Raman Effect
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 ఒక ప�ర�ం  ఉనన    ల కంప�ల ��ం� యఅ�రం ���ం� క్క 
�మ� �్ఎం ఉప��ం� ఆ ప�ర�ం  ఉనన    ల ���ణ �లపం 
��� ఎ��. క్క �మ�  ��ట �వ� ర�య�క ప���ల    , 
పరఅ  ����ల ప��లన �యయడం ��ధయం  �ం�.
 ప��మ ల కకృమ ర�య�క యస�మ�ల ప��లన�.
�చయ రంయం   ఎయరమ�య మం ల ��లషణ�.

Raman spectroscopy is 
used to analyze a wide range 
of materials, including gases, 
liquids, and solids. Highly 
complex materials such as 
biological organisms and 
human tissue.

. . . /// ఉప���///
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Raman Effect – Published . . .

On 28 February 1928, 
Raman led an experiment 
with K.S Krishnan, this was 
published in Indian Journal 
of Physics on 31st March 
1928 published article as
"A New Radiation"
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March 16, 1928, Raman announced his discovery of“New 
radiation” (describing the behaviour of a beam of light passing
through a liquid chemical) to an assembly of scientists at Bangalore .

With equipment worth hardly Rs. 200/-and limited facilities, 
Ramanwas able to make a discoverywhich won him the
Nobel Prize in physicsin 1930. 
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 In 1933, Raman became the first Indian director of the 
Indian Institute of Science(IISc).
 At that time a lot of money was being spent in the name of 
the institute. But the development of scientific talent was 
negligible. In this situation, C. V. Raman disseminated that 
tradition of British propagation of science throughout the 
country.

At Indian Institute of Science(IISc)

 He made a very creative 
change in the policies and 
programs of the institution. He 
gave birth to greenery at the 
Indian Institute of Science. 
Flowering plants were grown.
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At Indian Institute of Science(IISc)

IISc ఎచద  �ంం� 

��య��ల� . . .
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At Indian Institute of Science(IISc)

్ల�  ం  . . . /////////
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In 1949 he assumed charge of the Raman 
Research Institute in  Bangalore

KrishnarajaWodeyar, 
the Maharaja of Mysore, 
who gifted land for 
Raman Research Institute
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Great scientists With Raman . . .

Sommerfild(Middle)

RM Millikan

Heisenberg

Niels Bhor

Pauli

Dirak
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Great mentor for  future of India …

23

S Chandrasekhar was the 
nephew of CV Raman , who 
won the Nobel Prize in 1983 
in Astrophysics

CV Raman is the mentor for Homi Bhabha (2nd-Sit) 
& Vikram srabhai(1st from right)  - They worked at 
IISc, Bangalore when Raman was the director.
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 He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society
early in his career (1924) and knighted in 
1929. He resigned from the Fellowship of the 
Royal Society in 1968 for unrecorded reasons, 
the only Indian FRS ever to do so.

 In 1930 he won the Nobel Prize in Physics.
In 1941 he was awarded the Franklin Medal.
In 1954 he was awarded the Bharat Ratna.
He was awarded the Lenin Peace Prize in 1957.

Awards …

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._V._Raman
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Taking Inventory of colors: Raman Effect
Theory of everything: Studied single stringed-
Ektara : found new acoustical properties that 
lead to design of new sonometer 

 Explored veena: Found the harmonics of 
the curved bridge produces renders it close 
to human voice.
 Found that a pearl’s striking beauty is 
because it is a leaky spherical optical
 Raman studied plumage of birds, 
phenomenon of iridescence in sea-shells 
agate, opal and many others.
 Also worked on optics of minerals and 
diamonds and physics of crystals.
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Raman was in the first batch of Bharat Ratna Award winners. The 
award ceremony was to take place in the last week of January, soon 
after the Republic Day celebrations of 1954. The then President Dr. 
Rajendra Prasad wrote to Raman inviting him to be the personal 
guest in the Rashtrapati Bhavan during his visit to Delhi for the award 
ceremony. He wrote a polite letter, regretting his inability to 
participate in the award ceremony. Raman had a noble reason for his 
inability to attend the investiture ceremony. He explained to the 
President that he was guiding a Ph.D. student and that thesis was 
positively due by the last day of January. The student was valiantly 
trying to wrap it all up and Raman felt, he had to be by the side of the 
research student, see that the thesis was finished, sign the thesis as the 
guide and then have it submitted. Here was a scientist who gave up the 
pomp of a glittering ceremony associated with the highest honour, 
because he felt that his duty required him to be by the side of the 
student. It is this character that truly builds science.
From the book – ‘The Big and the Small: from the Microcosm to the 
Macrocosm’ written by Dr. G. Venkataraman.

Student first – Bharat Ratna next…
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1930 ��� �� ���త�ఎం ,  క ం ��� �ం����న
(��  � �య� �� ధ�ం�న�ల- ��-��) ్చ� - 
 చ�్న ్రరయ తల�� ��త  ధ�ం��...

...truly a Scientist with swadeshi spirit...
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With the Future scientists . . .
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Raman’s advice to young scientists 
was to look at the world around them 
and not to confine themselves to their 
laboratories.
“The essence of science,” he said, “is 
independent thinking and 
hard work, not equipment.” 
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్ర� అ� ్ జ� . . . 
32
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